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ABSTRACT 
 Today's modern Uzbek in society Social capital Create through society Social development and integration process majority important 

to factor convert. Social capital through attachments on the road put socio-economic normal activities in the fields management 

necessary state creativity, socio-economic development quality and pace kit This give Social capital his Social infrastructure How 

society institutional system with depends from without is being studied. Usbu in the article high Social into capital have society health 

conservation, education, socio-economic fields successful advanced crime level this one to low indicators in countries have was countries 

experience study Social capital in society processes and functions in support, dude capital performance For conditions create keep in 

mind holds. 
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In our country take going reforms basic target people to prosperity directed . In the new Uzbekistan made increases reforms National 

our interests in conditions fixture and first in accordance experience projects made increase target at execution received Our country 

in his life application held experience functions By data social capital norms subsequence provide our society basic By essentially 

was village economy projects investment, financing, construction and management Social capital participation encourage For 

reasonable agreements through deep thoughtful profitable policy take go and attachments strengthen mechanisms be created keep 

in mind holds 

 

Our a country leader Sh Mirziyoyev How They noted: “In the world never When one Now morning not present per day our our 

people in it life comes new dawn. This new progress height Now morning Our country in the world majority developed into the 

states special life level reach, new society How construction glorious targets alive "[1]. Really today 's day every one a person how 

He is he doing ? This their All achieves this _ for only one cause only If He will try This was . Current Here What such the science 

level up it turned out that world welcome from the point get up All desire and desires made increase maybe _ In our country take 

moving towards reforms look throws We All our efforts citizens world live and before us standing citizenship society from creation 

consists of from It's on the road our goals fast and easy to use on at the entrance is our society in his life Social capital mechanisms 

creating We we get This necessary . 

 

" Social directed market economics, English Before total, person interests looks like that's all in some way sense humanistic vector 

have population Social protection for him too support me, dude rights and freedoms legality, legal basics formation and made 

increase Problems big importance give this known in some sense declarative state only All true target reforms person worthy 

wedding and activity conditions to the body This bring said mechanism Create work right to pay more increase, service show sector, 

infrastructure objects develop separately attention requires returns "[2]. 

 

Society Social capital in creation a lot of Necessarily conditions taking into account receive must in this, in the state religious variety, 

market relations acceptable, ethnic one diversity, migration level in society Social capital create important are visibility People's 

stock crazy traditions, morals values system How famous one in the area happen was historical events is being formed Also under 

influence Historical events under influence National character formation this for now own By queues distribution speed and market 

institutions People on farm root fire level defines Of course this one is on the way Uzbek People one and the same same soul 

existence together before us goals made increase This necessary on the way National interests leaned on without Job to see This 

necessary " Known " Milli interests, national need derivative How surface comes out National need every one nation and people 

biological, sociocultural life duration provide identity preserve stay with one in line to him develop requirement that eat and desire 

mixing necessary " [3]. 
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National our interests Certainly one systematization about before Total historical and cultural our possibilities measure through in 

our society stable market to relationship on basis National needs kit We we get need Today 's day who is in society Social inequality 

level step decreased If yes, then in society Social solidarity and social activity level that's all will improved. 

 

Social capital businessmen workers between communications develops also information receive team solution and effective team 

to behavior chance created without economic development pulse I'll give. Mutual trust high level cooperation, mutual understand 

from these All They team Social capital organize enough How much He developed If yes then team So a lot of much to success 

reaches Social capital development For necessary conditions special formation may Organization within take thoughtful If yes then 

social into capital defect deliverer one row factors existence confession achieve must will Including in organizations special 

specializations intended positions Not be then There is Adoption made every How employee By specialties strictly look empty on 

position meeting exercise shows . 

 

Social capital increase For to him perishable factors Effect eliminate achievements myself enough this Not will . Higher Come back 

made Social capital There is was everything is in the joints trust category important place holds. 

 

In our country, Social capital Create actions regarding take the going Let's see perhaps, but our government, by and large, pays 

attention to what our reforms are aimed at no matter what, today for enough that it is not so dear to our president themselves one 

how many times they are emphasizing ", 2017 for one how much? large public organizations support about, Nurani Foundation, 

Youth Union, Uzbekistan farmer, peasant farms and estate land owners Council of Trade and Industry ward, himself manage bodies 

activities coordination Republican Council for such as non-governmental non-profit organization organizations activities improve 

them support directed separately decree and decisions acceptance made . But this is all to important actions independently, separately 

problems systematically study them of course the solution is especially Social condition is difficult women support support, youth 

and wife girls in the middle of crime and crime prevention take them work with provide problems of this organizations participation 

is not felt at a sufficient level. They are only in honor of the meeting, the transfer from a busy existence remains”[4]. Higher 

organization and institutions wide comprehensive strong mechanisms If He valid on I think so Think society development today's 

with day a lot of better to the possibilities have This was would . Our basic our target Also social capital Create about in our country 

right before thousands near non-governmental and non-profit organization organizations one target What They act under showing 

This give 

 

Tennis in his opinion according to the "Society of connections to emotions based on connection, mental inclination, unconscious 

follow, tradition and common language unifying influence, as well as "relationships spiritual closeness or kinship in his opinion 

based on friendship connections they are religious membership as a "community". separately, the Social will have meaning”[5]. 

Social capital formation source deep analysis do for socio-philosophical aspects apply do necessary A man by nature born from that 

time starting from an individual (species homo sapiens representative) indicated to him special general and purely individual 

characteristics no one does Social capital information first of all the person and him around to relationships accent focus mihimdir, 

zero, person rotation for the person biological, psychological and Social perfection level sufficient, social. original, basic memory 

mechanism in the end culture all elements repeat work release supplier foundation environment create capable of being It is 

necessary About a person Social Resources Social position is known one Social in a group belonging, education, volunteering in 

activities participation achieve and others with defined. So therefore they are an original social personality Resources as they will 

be From this except O.I. Ivanov according to “Human potential quality, firstly, in turn, a degree with a defined labor development 

level, innovative, entrepreneurial, competitive, scientific technical, managerial components and they are between relationships there 

is power”[6]. 

 

So it's in society citizens compatible and stable takkiyyat another people and social categories between cooperation and solidarity 

applies . About a human interests nation and society interests harmonizing in case high progress achieve maybe population another 

layers between relationship and mutual cooperation improve in society stability Enhance Earth creates. 

 

In society Social capital Create If necessary majority before Total Social capital essence full understand receive For society existence 

in particular imagination harvest at execution receive important Known society fields and social from structures consists of from 

unity organize enough Social activity economic, socio-political and spiritual in the fields made increased. 

 

Social life everything is in the fields spiritual relationship important place holds This is yours intelligence All aspects, spiritual 

activity is ideas, views from depends from humanity are relationship . 

 

Social capital development with in society mutually kindness Also increases . For example in society donation activity extended 

goes People in society formed team values That There is Social capital effect from others Problems All more and more They start 

feel more and that's all Yes Just So donation work more hand They hit this one from bye society before ( himself imagination ) duty 
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They cut off People another factors By essence in society formed Social standards their performance because of such activity made 

increases . Comrades By team before such responsibility surface brought interior norms in society another members to obsessed on 

resource became without in society There is normal performance control do opportunity creates For example some countries People 

new year gifts wish was only financial opportunity limited citizens own gifts share For that 's all on field specialized organizations 

looking and never How without checks precious present them sends. 

 

Social capital development How result People mutually believed without material and intangible Resources mutually They divide 

exactly Also normal Effect because of at night workers city on streets This Badly walks maybe West scientists such Comments with 

serious to discuss has entered without Social capital Especially on East Muslim in the world Very strongly high was sources attention 

focus This necessary 

 

Social capital quality and improvement ours in society How pass the attention Let's We'll see For example from time immemorial 

centuries Uzbek By next door households lock Not hanging Social trust from existence There is proof . By next door patient from 

of people News be helpless before dates show Same social to capital example be takes " Thief " by story Abdullah Kakhhora. or in 

the film " Suyunchi". To gate hanging lock with depends from scene as long as I remember Uzbek in society trust strong What 

witness be Maybe. 

 

Uzbek area leaders from one about the area received information to truth near Also is social capital This unique reflection. " By 

next door every one seven child" parents "quote through district All They education give mutually relevance is symbol Although 

for free market communications strong with sign coming today 's day higher highlighted positive quality from our life one before 

move from Although another society with in comparison Social capital modern Uzbek in society There is What note achieve Maybe. 

 

Social capital development point of view view of the known level of functionalism, evolutionism, structuralism, interactionism and 

other Social theoretical schools of disadvantages runs away Functionalism of objects of structure to the limitation too except for the 

emphasis of ladies and mutually the effect of figures agency careless leaves. 

evolution theory society known goal factors effect under acts passively and interactors do not have much of a big role believes that 

it does not play ;structuralism also belongs to people agency carefree leaves mutually effect theory while microscopic to analysis 

excess emphasis ladies and Social structures role carefree leaves Social capital theory this theory and methodologies one from the 

side escape and their other point of view views as his own analytical entrance into the circle can Because Social capital has a 

different degree and types of formation, function and mechanism to understand because we social capital have a complete 

understanding for a different theoretical perspective of ideas (including structural functionalism, interactionism, exchange theory, 

local methodology, conflict theory and others) we rely on need Capital all speeches and activity rules seeing Exit in the country 

Social capital to develop take will come. 

 

 Social relations formation more person life style Effect shows. " Life style this is a perception achievements to him himself special 

method his spirit, character, temperament personality special functions suitable coming life conditions, behavior and behavior to 

him himself special style a person is also considered Social capital in creation important tool existence service does. 

 

Today 's day Social capital information before everything in society people in the middle communication culture Create Social 

capital norms information important factor existence service does because what's in society People Friend friend with 

communication culture improvement people diary in their life information right Adoption do in them too information replacement 

healthy ideas through in society sustainability one Hilda provision I'll give. 

 

Connections through happen be relationship in the following to see Maybe: 

- Friend friend understand and perceive achieve. 

- influence and expression of attitude, joining forces to meet their needs in organizing mutual cooperation; 

- behavior manage and control do. 

Research sources information Social capital functions with in comparison their those that below separate show important, physical, 

intellectual and person capital keep in mind caught Physical in this capital material to function have significantly in values bring 

will be, dude and intelligent capital material and intangible nature in itself bring enough people between material in values embodied, 

social capital People between relationships in the structure own expression found immaterial to function have Considered Physical 

capital formation functions materials in change, intellectual and person capital formation individual persons in change and social 

capital formation People between relationships in change lie. 
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